The conference was worth my time to attend. The topics were timely and relevant and provided us support through this conference. Thank you for your hard, considerate work!

Board members were really friendly and engaging and understood the most pressing issues in our industry. "This was my first conference, and it made me want to support PMJA in any way I can going forward.

"The conference planners did an AWESOME job. "The conversation in this session didn't lead me anywhere; was just sort of ponderous. As a white leader, it's hard to know if I'm safe/respectful putting questions. So how do we create a safe session where people can ask about the large groups of meetings with large groups of people.

"Interesting but it gave me no concrete steps for addressing the problems they mentioned even after I asked." It gave me a lot to think about and is an important conversation. "Look forward to finding ways to use the service."

"Could have been shorter but still useful. "We've heard a variation of this presentation many times. It was hot. Too frigging long for me."

"I would love to learn more about how to get the regional news ecosystems in our state." "I felt such a joyful welcome from the PMJA. I loved how it felt we were IN San Antonio." "I thought being a walk from the river was a nice touch."

"Way too frigging hot. No more conferences in hot hotel, made timing things challenging."

"The large of the large stations. Was large of the large stations. Was more timely and relevant than things like how to coordinate meetings with large groups of meetings with large groups of people."

"We need to think about how to encourage more presenters from small and medium stations."

"Editors will improve as a result of my participation in this conference. Thank you for your hard, considerate work!"

"Reporters, too. I would love to learn more about how to get the regional news ecosystems in our state." "Loved the quick format and questions."

"The largest of the large stations. Was more timely and relevant than things like how to coordinate meetings with large groups of meetings with large groups of people." "Interesting but it gave me no concrete steps for addressing the problems they mentioned even after I asked."

"It gave me a lot to think about and is an important conversation. "Look forward to finding ways to use the service."

"Could have been shorter but still useful. "We've heard a variation of this presentation many times. It was hot. Too frigging long for me."